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Streamlined Polishing
and Viral Clearance

Using a New Hybrid, Biomimetic, Single-Use Anion Exchanger
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F

low-through anion-exchange
(AEX) chromatography is used
frequently in biopharmaceutical
purification processes for
reduction of net–negatively charged
host-cell proteins (HCPs) and viruses as
part of a validated viral clearance
strategy (1, 2). AEX column
chromatography is the technology most
often used for electrostatic viral
clearance, particularly in commercialscale biopharmaceutical manufacturing,
for which columns have a longestablished history of reliable and wellunderstood performance (3). Still,
validation of HCP and viral clearance by
AEX columns in biopharmaceutical
processes involves complexities that
contribute significantly to operational
and regulatory costs. Chromatography
columns generally are used over tens to
hundreds of purification cycles, with
intervening cleaning procedures that
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Figure 1: Interactions of anion-exchange (AEX) ligands with a carboxylate protein
residue; (a) a quaternary ammonium (“Q”) ligand interacts electrostatically (red); (b) a
primary amine ligand below its pKa (~10.6) interacts by a combination of an electrostatic
interaction and a hydrogen bond (blue); (c1 and c2) guanidinium, the functional group of
the natural cationic amino acid, arginine, forms either of two geometrically defined salt
bridges (end-on and side-on, respectively) comprising an electrostatic interaction and
two in-plane hydrogen-bonding interactions, forming a highly stable quasi-ring structure
of six heavy atoms (19–22).
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can degrade resins. Biomanufacturers
must be concerned about the potential
for loss of HCP capacity or viral
clearance due to fouling or degradation
with reuse (4–7). An assessment of the
effect of resin reuse on viral clearance
thus is recommended generally by
specific product (1, 5, 6).
The introduction of single-use AEX
technologies has illuminated the
potential for reducing regulatory and
operational costs associated with flowthrough AEX chromatography (8–15).
Physically resembling and operated like
filters, single-use AEX products benefit
from improved specific capacity and
enhanced flow rates compared with
columns because diffusive kinetics have
been replaced by convective flow.
Researchers note the potential for
simplified operations, decreased
processing times, and reduced buffer
consumption, all of which improve
economics relative to columns.
Moreover, the single-use design
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obviates operational difficulties and
validation and regulatory costs
associated with cleaning over repeated
use cycles.
Both AEX columns and AEX singleuse products in wide use today suffer
from important performance limitations
across a range of bioprocess fluid
conditions. Figure 1 illustrates
interactions of some AEX ligands with a
carboxylate protein residue — useful
detail for understanding those
limitations. For example, quaternary
(“Q”) ammonium functional AEX resins
and single-use media exhibit low
capacity at elevated salt concentrations
from electrostatic screening of the
positively charged groups on the media,
reducing the purely electrostatic
interaction (Figure 1a). In purification
processes with AEX polishing
chromatography performed after
cation-exchange (CEX) bind-and-elute
chromatography, for example, that
effect typically necessitates substantial
Sponsored

product dilution to reduce the ionic
strength of the CEX elution pool before
the AEX step. Primary amine functional
AEX single-use products developed
within the past decade are more salt
tolerant (ST) because their primary
amine ligands interact with anionic
protein residues by hydrogen bonding
in addition to electrostatic interaction
(Figure 1b) (16). However, the primary
amine ligand can begin to deprotonate
in the range of pH between neutral and
its pKa of ~10.6, reducing capacity (17),
and it exhibits significantly impaired
performance in multivalent buffers such
as phosphate.
Although such trade-offs with
respect to capacity and fluid conditions
affect all commonly used AEX
purification solutions, concerns are
particularly acute with respect to singleuse products. Whereas the excess cost
of oversizing an AEX column to
accommodate suboptimal fluid
conditions can be borne over many use
cycles, much of the value proposition
from single-use solutions (in terms of
reduced operational, validation, and
regulatory costs) relies on replacing
them for each batch. Thus, multiple
investigators have expressed a need for
single-use chromatography solutions to
operate at high specific capacity over a
broad range of conditions if they are to
perform successfully as widespread
replacements for production-scale
columns (9, 18).
Here we examine HCP reduction
and viral clearance by a new, hybrid ST
AEX single-use product comprising two
complementary AEX functional media:
A Q-functional nonwoven and an ST
guanidinium-functional membrane
(Figure 2) (23). The Q-functional
nonwoven reduces turbidity, DNA, and
endotoxin and provides a portion of the
product’s AEX capacity for HCP and
virus reduction. The novel guanidinium
functionality of the downstream AEX
polishing membrane mimics arginine,
one of the three positively charged
naturally occurring standard amino
acids that make up proteins. The
guanidinium functional group of
arginine has a resonance-delocalized
positive charge in practically every
biopurification setting because of its
high pKa of 13.6 (24), and it has multiple
coplanar pairs of hydrogen-bonding
Sponsored

Table 1: pH, conductivity, host-cell protein (HCP) challenge concentration, and number of
replicates for simulated post–protein-A challenges of the 3M Polisher ST capsule and a
Q-Column (solid color = not tested)
3M Polisher ST Capsule
Buffer

pH

50 mM
Acetate
Tris

5.0
5.5
6.0
7.5

50 mM
Phosphate

7.0

25 mM
Citrate

6.0

Conductivity
(mS/cm)

Q-Column

Challenge
HCP (ppm)

Replicates

Challenge
HCP (ppm)

Replicates

3.5

556

3

596

2

20

540

3

517

2

5

465

2

20

442

2

3.5

659

2

599

1

20

510

2

501

1

3.5

548

3

584

2

20

566

3

657

2

7

524

2

20

525

2

6

480

2

20

586

2

Table 2: pH, conductivity, mean HCP reduction, and mean MAb recovery for simulated
post–protein-A challenges detailed in Table 1 (solid color = not tested)
HCP Reduction (%)
Buffer
50 mM
Acetate
Tris

pH
5.0
5.5
6.0
7.5

50 mM
Phosphate

7.0

25 mM
Citrate

6.0

Conductivity
(mS/cm)

MAb Recovery (%)

3M Polisher
ST Capsule

Q Column

3M Polisher
ST Capsule

3.5

57.0%

34.5%

100.0%

99.5%

20

50.8%

0.0%

97.8%

101.0%

5

59.6%

Q Column

99.9%

20

47.8%

3.5

81.8%

62.4%

98.9%

20

61.9%

28.8%

100.7%

100.7%

3.5

84.7%

81.2%

96.4%

100.8%

20

69.4%

11.7%

97.4%

101.4%

7

64.2%

99.4%

20

70.5%

103.2%

6

22.9%

98.4%

20

25.8%

100.6%

groups. It appears to have evolved in
nature to provide a uniquely robust
capability for interacting with the
carboxylate residues of the two
negatively charged amino acids —
aspartic acid and glutamic acid — to
form robust salt bridges based on two
hydrogen-bonding interactions in
addition to an electrostatic interaction
(Figure 1c1 and 1c2). Indeed, the two
geometrically defined guanidiniumcarboxylate salt bridges are observed in
nature to provide many of the intra- and
interprotein interactions that stabilize
the three-dimensional structures of
individual proteins (19, 20) and protein–

99.8%
100.3%

protein conjugates (21). The unique
capability of guanidinium to bind
carboxylate residues robustly appears
to be reflected in our bioprocess data,
through which remarkably consistent
HCP reduction and viral clearance are
observed across broad ranges of pH,
ionic strength, and buffer type.

HCP Reduction, MAb Recovery:
Comparisons with Q-Column
A monoclonal antibody (MAb)–
containing Chinese hamster ovary
(CHO) cell culture solution was gravity
settled and sterile-filtered (0.2-µm 3M
LifeASSURE PDA Series filter capsule),
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Figure 2: Hybrid media design of 3M Polisher ST single-use capsules, comprising a
combination of four Q-functional nonwoven and three guanidinium-functional membrane
AEX layers.
Four layers,
Q functionalized,
polypropylene,
nonwoven

Three layers,
Gu function,
polyamide,
membrane

One layer,
polyamide
support
membrane

Table 3: Viruses tested for clearance by 3M Polisher ST capsules
Abbreviation

Strain

Family

Enveloped

Size (nm)

Xenotropic murine
leukemia virus

Virus

XMuLV

NFS Th-1

Retrovirus

Yes

80–120

Reovirus 3

Reo-3

Dearing

Reovirus

No

60–80

Pseudorabies virus

PRV

Aujesky

Herpesvirus

Yes

150–200

Minute virus of mice

MVM

Prototype (P)

Parvovirus

No

18–25

then loaded onto a Cytiva MabSelect
SuRe protein A column. The protein A
flow-through solution was collected,
and the MAb was eluted from that
column with 50 mM acetate buffer at
pH 3.5. Quantification of HCP in the
eluant fluid indicated an HCP
concentration of <100 ppm with
respect to the MAb. To increase the
HCP load in the eluant, we prepared
an HCP spiking solution by passing the
protein A flow-through solution
through a 3M Emphaze AEX Hybrid
Purifier capsule to remove most of the
DNA. Then we spiked the resulting
HCP solution back into the MAbcontaining eluant fluid to achieve a
target HCP concentration of 500 ppm.
A series of simulated postcapture
fluids in monovalent acetate-Tris buffers
with pH ranging from 5.0 to 7.5 and
conductivity ranging from 3.5 mS/cm to
20 mS/cm were prepared by adding
2 M Tris base and sodium chloride to
aliquots of the spiked protein A eluant
fluid. Simulated postcapture fluids in
multivalent phosphate and citrate buffers
were prepared by adding disodium
phosphate or sodium citrate solutions
and sodium chloride to aliquots of the
72
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spiked protein A eluant fluid. Table 1
details the pH, conductivity, and HCP
concentrations of the challenge
solutions.
3M Polisher ST BC1 capsules with
an effective filtration area of 1 cm2
were challenged with each of the
simulated postcapture solutions at a
flow rate of 1 mL/min/cm2. HCP
reduction and MAb recovery were
measured at a MAb loading of 10 kg/
m2. To obtain a performance
comparison with a commercially
available Q-column, we challenged a
5-mL Q-column (Cytiva HiScreen
Capto Q column, column volume =
4.657 mL) with the postcapture
solutions in a selection of the acetateTris buffers, prepared the same way as
described above, at a flow rate of 0.43
column volumes (CV) per minute. HCP
reduction and MAb recovery were
measured at a MAb loading of 200 g/L.
Before the challenge, each device type
was preconditioned according to its
manufacturer’s recommended
procedure with a buffer matching the
challenge solution buffer. Table 1
shows the number of replicates for
each challenge.
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Table 2 details mean values of HCP
reduction and MAb recovery. For
acetate-Tris fluids, Figure 3 provides
contour plots of the HCP reduction
values (shown in Table 2) as a function
of pH and conductivity for the 3M
Polisher ST capsule and the Q-column.
With the exception of the challenge
solutions in citrate buffer, the 3M
Polisher ST capsule achieved greater
than or equal to ~50% HCP reduction in
all fluids, including multivalent
phosphate buffer and other buffers with
conductivity as high as 20 mS/cm. The
comparative robustness of HCP
reduction by the guanidinium-functional
single-use chromatography solution,
relative to a conventional Q-column, is
readily observable in Figure 3. Whereas
≥65% HCP reduction was achieved with
the Q-column over only a narrow range
at high pH and low conductivity,
equivalent HCP reduction was achieved
with the 3M Polisher ST capsule over a
broad range of pH–conductivity
combinations. MAb recoveries were
>96% for all challenges and roughly
equivalent between the Q-column and
the single-use device.
The decreased HCP reduction by the
3M Polisher ST capsule in citrate buffer
may not be surprising upon
consideration of Figure 1 in combination
with the chemical structure of citrate, a
trivalent anion comprising three
carboxylate groups. You would expect
citrate to form the same salt bridges
with guanidinium groups as the
carboxylates of proteins and thus
compete strongly with proteins for
guanidinium binding sites. In practice,
when the presence of citrate cannot be
prevented, its competitive effect can be
reduced by operating at higher overall
conductivity and/or by preconditioning
the media using a buffer that contains
no citrate (see Regulatory Support File,
3M Polisher ST capsules, 3M
Record-10-698362).

Viral Clearance: A Function of
Buffer, pH, and Conductivity
3M Polisher ST BC1 capsules were
challenged with four representative
virus types, shown in Table 3, which
were spiked into a series of monovalent
and multivalent buffers having pH
ranging from 5.0 to 7.5 and conductivity

Sponsored

ranging from 3 to 20 mS/cm. The viral
clearance testing was performed by an
accredited laboratory. Before viral
clearance testing, each capsule was
sanitized with 1 M sodium hydroxide for
30 minutes and then preconditioned
with the challenge buffer according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. Each
capsule was then loaded with 20 mL of
virus-spiked challenge solution followed
by 10 mL of chase buffer. The combined
load and chase solutions were then
submitted for viral quantitation. Two
replicates were performed at each
condition.
Table 4 summarizes the buffer
conditions and measured viral
clearance log-reduction values (LRVs)
at each condition. Minute virus of mice
(MVM), the most difficult of the viruses
to clear, was tested at all conditions;
the other viruses were tested at
conditions selected to be the most
challenging. In each case, the reported
LRV is the minimum value of the two
replicates. Viral clearance for all
viruses was >5 LRV at high
conductivity (20 mS/cm) and pH 5.5–
7.5 in both monovalent and multivalent
buffers. The high viral clearance at
20 mS/cm is remarkable when
compared with reported clearance at
high conductivity for Q-columns (25).
Viral clearance by the 3M Polisher ST
capsules generally increased with
increasing conductivity and pH. The
isoelectric point of MVM is 5.2–6.2 (25).
Thus, the lower viral clearance values
for MVM at pH ≤ 5.5 are not surprising.
Note that when compared with less ST
AEX devices, this guanidiniumfunctional single-use device might
enable the flexibility to achieve robust
MVM clearance even at low pH (~5.5)
by operating at high conductivity
(≥10 mS/cm).

Reduction and Recovery in
the Presence of Turbidity

When low-pH viral inactivation is used
as a viral clearance step after protein A
capture chromatography in MAb
purification processes, significant fluid
turbidity often is generated. That results
from protein–protein and protein–DNA
aggregate precipitation when pH
adjustment of the fluid causes proteins
to pass through their isoelectric points.
Sponsored

Table 4: Measured viral clearance by 3M Polisher ST capsules; effect of buffer, pH, and
conductivity (solid color = not tested)
Virus Reduction (LRV)
Buffer
50 mM
Acetate

pH

Conductivity (mS/cm)

MVM

XMuLV

Reo-3

PRV

3

3.05

>6.15

>7.74

>6.33

10

3.68

>7.05

>7.50

>7.26

20

3.05

>7.49

>7.72

>7.55

>7.43

>7.71

>7.68

>7.29

>7.40

>7.75

5.0

5.5

5.0

3.68
4.09

7

4.88

10

5.86

20

6.17

3

7.04

5

7.79

20

>8.62

4

6.23

10

4.42

6.0
25 mM Citrate

3
5

20

3.38

>7.11

>7.15

>7.27

5.5

20

5.82

>7.13

>6.67

>7.36

50 mM Tris

7.5

20

>8.46

>7.62

>7.80

>7.76

50 mM
Phosphate

7.5

20

7.80

>7.27

>6.77

>7.51

Table 5: Challenge fluid characteristics for turbid challenges (solid color = not measured)
Solution

pH

Conductivity
(mS/cm)

Turbidity
(NTU)

Replicate
Number

MAb
(mg/mL)

HCP
(ppm)

DNA
(ppb)

20 NTU, pH 7.0
Solution

7.0

6.2

18.3

1

23.5

1,666

95,745

2

23.2

1,349

117,908

40 NTU, pH 5.5
Solution #1

5.5

6.3

39.7

1

22.3

1,530

42,502

2

22.2

1,399

52,621

40 NTU, pH 5.5
Solution #2

5.5

5

35.2

1

40 NTU, pH 5.5
Solution #3

5.5

5

35.4

1

22.8

916

32,486

Table 6: Purification results for turbid fluid challenges at 10 kg/m2 loading

Solution

Challenge
Turbidity
(NTU)

20 NTU, pH
7.0 Solution

18.3

40 NTU, pH
5.5, Solution
#1

39.7

Removal
HCP (%)

DNA (LRV)

1

56.9%

4.69

2

53.8%

4.70

1

79.3%

6.39

97.9%

12.47

13.66

2

80.7%

5.78

99.3%

13.19

13.30

Often, the fluid needs to be clarified
before polishing chromatography steps.
To test the ability of the hybrid AEX
media combination from Figure 2 to
operate in a turbid environment, we
prepared simulant turbid postcapture
challenge fluids at pH 5.5 and 7.0 and
with turbidities of ~40 and ~20 NTU. To

MAb
Recovery

Pressure Drop (psid)

Replicate
Number

Initial

Final

98.2%

17.08

15.97

100.2%

16.99

16.18

prepare a protein A eluant stock fluid, a
MAb-containing CHO cell culture
solution was gravity-settled and sterilefiltered (0.2-µm 3M LifeASSURE PDA
Series filter capsule), then loaded onto
Cytiva MabSelect SuRe protein A
column. The flow-through solution was
collected, and the MAb eluted from the
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replicates with both turbid challenge
solutions, HCP reduction was >50%,
DNA reduction was >4 LRV, and MAb
recovery was >97%. Moreover, the
pressure drop across the capsules did
not increase appreciably during the
10-kg/m2 load, indicating that the
Q-functional nonwoven adequately
managed the incoming turbidity.
In another trial, a preconditioned 3M
Polisher ST capsule was turbidity
Figure 3: Contour plots of HCP reduction
as a function of pH and conductivity for
3M Polisher ST capsules (top) and a
Q-column (bottom) for acetate-Tris buffers
with pH ranging from 5.0 to 7.5 and
conductivity ranging from 3.5 to 20 mS/cm
7.5
7.0

>75%

65–75%

pH

6.5
6.0

55–65%

5.5
45–55%
5.0

7.5
7.0
6.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

mS/cm

15.0

17.5 20.0

5–15%

>75%
65–75%

15–25%

55–65%

25–35%

45–55%

pH

column with 50 mM acetate buffer at
pH 3.5, resulting in a protein A eluant
containing 22 mg/mL MAb. For
preparing a ~20 NTU challenge
solution, a typical procedure was to
spike 10 mL of the protein A flowthrough solution into 100 mL of protein
A eluant and then adjust the pH of the
spiked eluant to 7.0 using a 2 M Tris
base. While turbidity was being
measured, more flow-through solution
was added until the turbidity reached
~20 NTU. For preparing a ~40-NTU
challenge solution, a typical procedure
was to spike 8 mL of the protein A flowthrough solution into 100 mL of the
protein A eluant and then adjust the pH
of the spiked eluant to 5.5 with a 2 M
Tris base. While turbidity was being
measured, more of flow-through
solution was added until turbidity
reached ~40 NTU. Table 5 shows the
final pH, conductivity, and turbidity,
along with MAb, HCP, and DNA
concentrations for each of the resulting
challenge solutions.
In one set of trials, HCP and DNA
reduction and MAb recovery were
measured while monitoring pressure
drop across the capsules. 3M Polisher
ST BC1 capsules were preconditioned
with buffer of the same pH and
conductivity as a challenge fluid,
according to manufacturer instructions,
then challenged with two of the turbid
challenge fluids at a flow rate of 1 mL/
min/cm2 to a MAb loading of 10 kg/m2.
Two replicates were performed with
each challenge solution. Table 6 lists
HCP and DNA reduction, MAb
recovery, and initial and final pressure
drops for the challenges. For all

6.0
15–25%

5.5

5–15%
<5%

35–45%
5.0

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

mS/cm

15.0

17.5 20.0

Table 7: Turbidity reduction results for turbid fluid challenge at 10 kg/m2 loading
Turbidity (NTU)
Solution

Protein A Eluant Before Spike
and pH Adjustment

Spiked Challenge
Solution

Filtrate

8.66

35.2

8.42

40 NTU, pH 5.5
Solution #2

Table 8: Purification and viral clearance results for turbid fluid challenge at 10 kg/m2
loading (LRV = log reduction value)

Solution
40 NTU,
pH 5.5,
Solution #3
74

Challenge
Turbidity
(NTU)
35.4

BioProcess International

Removal
HCP (%)

DNA (LRV)

60.8%

6.01
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MAb
Recovery
100.2%

Viral Clearance (LRV)
Loading

MVM

XMuLV

0–5 kg/m2

5.34

>6.53

5–10 kg/m2

5.86

>7.54

challenged using the same flow rate
and loading as above. Turbidities were
measured for the protein A eluant
solution before spiking and pH
adjustment, the spiked and
pH-adjusted challenge solution, and
the filtrate. Table 7 lists the results of
this challenge, and it is evident that
filtration removed the excess turbidity
generated by pH adjustment and
spiking of the challenge fluid and
restored a turbidity similar to that of
the starting protein A eluant.
In a final set of trials, 3M Polisher ST
BC1 capsules were challenged with
samples of a turbid and highly
contaminant-loaded postcapturesimulant fluid spiked with MVM or
xenotropic murine leukemia virus
(XMuLV). The viral clearance testing
was performed by an accredited
laboratory. Before viral clearance
testing, each capsule was sanitized
with 1 M sodium hydroxide and then
preconditioned with acetate-Tris buffer
at pH 5.5, according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Then each
capsule was challenged at a flow rate
of 1 mL/min/cm2 to a MAb loading of
10 kg/m2 with the virus-spiked
challenge solution, followed by 10 mL
of chase buffer. Viral clearance testing
was performed on two fractions of the
filtrate for each capsule: the first 5 kg/m2
of MAb load and then the second such
load including the chase buffer. Two
replicates were performed for each
virus type. Table 8 lists purification and
viral clearance results, with each
reported viral clearance value being
the lower of the two replicates. Viral
clearance for both viruses was >5 LRV
at loadings up to 10 kg/m2.
Because the turbid challenge fluids
were prepared by spiking a protein A
eluant with protein A flow-through
solution, they contained high levels of
HCP and DNA contaminants, as
quantified in Table 5. The robust
reduction of HCP and DNA and viral
clearance at 10 kg/m2 loading is thus
notable. Additionally, the results
suggest that this media combination
might be used in turbid environments
(e.g., following low-pH viral
inactivation) without the need for prefiltration.
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RSFi = Ai ×

DBCi
DBC340

where RSFi is the relative scaling factor
of capsule i, Ai is the nominal surface
area of capsule i, and DBCi and DBC340
are the mean values of the measured
BSA DBC for capsules i and BC340,
Sponsored

Table 9: Surface areas, AEX media bed volumes, recommended use conditions, and
relative scaling factors for 3M Polisher ST single-use capsules
Nominal Bed Volume (mL)

Recommended Use
Conditions

Nominal
Surface Area
(cm2)

Q-Functional
Nonwoven

GuanidiniumFunctional
Membrane

BC1

1

0.35

0.14

BC4

4

1.40

0.56

BC25

25

8.75

3.52

25 mL/min

25 g

26

170 g

175

Capsule

Flow Rate
1 mL/min

Target MAb
Loading*
1g

Relative
Scaling
Factor
0.95

4 mL/min

4g

3.6

BC170

170

60

24

170 mL/min

BC340

340

120

48

340 mL/min

340 g

340

144

1 L/min

1 kg

1,030

BC1020

1,020

360

*These are recommended target loadings for initial experimentation (and are equivalent to the loadings of 10 kg/m2

used herein). Throughput may be higher or lower depending on contaminant load and should be established in any
given fluid by throughput studies.

Figure 4: Bovine serum albumin (BSA)
dynamic binding capacity (DBC) of 3M
Polisher ST single-use capsules
Lot combination #1
Lot combination #2
Lot combination #3

25

20
15
10
5

0

20
10

34

BC

0

BC

4

25

17
BC

BC

BC

1

0

BC

3M Polisher ST capsules come as
single-use capsules ranging in surface
area from 1 cm2 to 1,020 cm2 and in
target MAb loading capacity from 1 g to
1 kg, as detailed in Table 9. (Future
commercialization is planned for
0.23‑m2 and 1.6-m2 capsules with target
MAb loadings of 2.25 kg and 15 kg.) The
linear scalability of the capsules with
frontal media surface area was assessed
by measurement of bovine serum
albumin (BSA) protein dynamic binding
capacity (DBC) as a simulant for HCP.
3M Polisher ST capsules of each size
were constructed with three different lot
combinations of Q-functional nonwoven
and guanidinium-functional membrane
media. They then were challenged with
1-mg/mL BSA solutions in 25 mM TrisHCl buffer at pH 8.0 containing 50 mM
NaCl. The BSA capacity of each capsule
was recorded as the cumulative mass of
BSA bound at 10% breakthrough per
unit of nominal media surface area. For
BC1, BC4, and BC25 capsules, three
replicates were performed for each
media lot combination (a total of nine
capsules of each size). For BC170,
BC340, and BC1020 capsules, one
replicate was performed for each media
lot combination (a total of three
capsules of each size). Figure 4 shows
measured BSA DBC for all capsules and
lot combinations. The BSA DBC per unit
area is constant across all capsules,
with a mean value of 22.6 mg/cm2 and
a standard deviation of 1.4 mg/cm2.
To improve the accuracy of scaling,
we calculated the relative scaling
factors for the various capsules based
on their measured BSA DBC. We used
BC340 as the reference capsule and
assigned a relative scaling capacity of
340 (equal to its nominal surface area in
cm2). For each other capsule, the
measured BSA DBC values across all
three lot combinations were averaged,
and the relative scaling factor was
computed as

BSA DBC at 10%
Breakthrough (mg/cm2)

Linear Scalability

respectively. The relative scaling factors
of the capsules appear in the rightmost
column of Table 8. Those values might
be more accurate than nominal surface
areas for the purposes of performing
capsule scaling estimates. They could
account for small deviations of the
capsule sizes from unitary nominal
surface area values and the effects of
compression at the media edges within
the capsules.

Robust Flexibility
and Simplicity

By functionalizing a porous membrane
with guanidinium moieties, the novel
AEX media detailed above mimics the
natural amino acid, arginine. Compared
with commonly used Q-functional
column resins, a hybrid single-use AEX
device containing the guanidiniumfunctional membrane displays robust
HCP reduction in a number of
monovalent and multivalent buffers and
across a broad range of pH and

conductivities up to 20 mS/cm. Viral
clearance is similarly robust across a
broad range of fluid conditions. The
remarkable invariance of HCP and viral
clearance with respect to fluid
conditions is attributed to the unique,
geometrically defined salt bridge
formed between guanidinium and the
anionic carboxylate residues of
proteins.
By layering the guanidiniumfunctional membrane with an upstream
Q-functional nonwoven, it is possible
to construct AEX single-use devices
that can operate in the turbid fluids
often observed in MAb processes
following low-pH viral inactivation.
Note the ability of the hybrid device to
achieve significant HCP and DNA
reduction, even from highly
contaminated fluids, at loadings of at
least 10 kg/m2, which is consistent with
estimates of the required capacity for
single-use AEX solutions to compete
favorably with multiuse columns at
commercial scale (9).
Our results highlight the potential for
substantial simplification of downstream
polishing by replacing complex, bufferhungry, condition-limiting AEX resin
columns with simple, small-footprint,
single-use chromatography devices.
They offer a high degree of flexibility in
buffer types and fluid conditions,
providing HCP and viral clearance even
in the presence of turbidity. Indeed,
other investigators working with
prototypes of the single-use AEX
device have been able to simplify their
MAb purification processes significantly
in turbid postviral inactivation fluids by
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eliminating a unit process and avoiding
the process fluid dilution required for an
alternative commercial, non-ST AEX
single-use device (26).
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